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Abstract 
To provide secure the network or a LAN by implementing such a software which is enable to carry out operations which are 
capable to monitor whole of the network, sitting on one chair by viewing remote desktop, passing messages to remote system and 
is also able to shut down the system by performing remote shut down operations. This software is purely developed in .net 
Remoting and Host application the IP addresses of all the client’s connected to the LAN. There is client-server architecture 
between clients and server get the static image of client’s without knowing them, this is not satisfactory. In that we need another 
client application runs on client’s machine and one Host application which run on server machine. By viewing the static image of 
the client’s desktop, the server can judge that is there anything illegal or out of the range of client’s privilege are running on the 
client’s desktop. Captures the client desktop image is compresses then send to the server so that Network Bandwidth problem get 
remove. Server is provided with a GUI based application in .net to send command instantly. This LAN monitoring technology 
can be used in offices, malls as well as school, colleges or university level. This system is user-friendly, scalable, and reliable and 
expandable. It is implemented on the .net platform. 

Keywords: Client-Server Architecture, Static Image, Monitoring. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

In last few decades large technology development raises in various new needs of Network Security technology. 
Business sector has also no exception due to rapid development, Any sector needs to understand change of 
requirement of customer. In order to satisfy Business need for Customer. In this Paper a method for increasing  to 
secure the network or a LAN by using . net Remoting. Instead of direct sending of the information, The main 
Objective development of “ Remote Desktop Monitoring  without knowing them“ to build a server application that 
allows to  view  or even control the desktop session on another that is running a compatible client application, with 
the efficiency to remote client the real information about the remote machine. Then the  static image of remote 
Desktop  i.e. an image is sent to the server with reduces size. After receiving the image on server. Server may store 
it in particular folder also it makes videos by executing static images one after another in particular time of interval. 
If client doing any illegal things then sever send warning request for stop the illegal things to client and shut down 
client desktop when client does not response to server warning request.   
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2. LIETERATURE SURVEY 

Using Network Monitor, you can gather information that helps you keep your network running smoothly, from 
identifying patterns to preventing. Network Monitor provides information about the network traffic that flows to and 
from the network adapter of the computer on which it is installed. Also capturing and analyzing that information and 
prevent. You can configure Network Monitor to provide specific types of information that are most relevant to you. 
For example, you can set up triggers so that Network Monitor starts or stops capturing information when a 
circumstance or set of circumstances arises. You can save or print the information for review at a later time. The 
service resources in .net Remoting will include hardware (Eg. processors, storage, and networking) and software 
resources (Eg. Database, Monitoring).We use .net Remoting technology for Network Monitoring ..Net Remoting 
simplifies the development of the distributed system by offing an extensible infrastructure that  permits objects that 
do not reside in the same memory space(or even on the same host) to communicate with one another in a transparent 
fashion.This implies that every message sent to a remote object will have to be delivered through an alternative 
(non-local) mechanism. Therefore, each message from a local (client) object to a remote (server) object will be 
intercepted using a (double) proxy pattern. A message, which can for example represent a method or constructor 
call, will be transformed into a Remoting message-object. Such a message object implements the IMessage interface 

(we will refer to these types of objects as IMessage objects) and contains all the necessary information needed to 

reconstruct the original call. IMessage. Our remoting object is instantiated in Server. In regular use case Client 
applications use remoting object by invoking its methods. What if you want it to invoke some callback method that 
is resided inside Client application? You might prepare some information for Client and wait for client application to 
use polling mechanism. 

2.1 Existing Project 

If the client and the server reside in different machines - the guidance is to not use remote events in cases where 
there are many clients. The main problem is that the server default behavior is to dispatch events synchronously, as a 
result the request time is increases by a magnitude and exceptions are hard to handle. Though events can be raised 
asynchronously, it is not recommended for reasons such .TreadPool  starvation and possible event lost. Applications 
that are being designed for scalability should probably use some other mechanism (such as sockets) to get 
notifications from the server.  

What happened if client crashes without un-registering from the server event??without special handling the 
server will throw exception every time it will attempt to raise the event - since the event invocation list will still 
contain the callback of the disconnected client (the solution will be discussed shortly).  

Can clients be notified about server disconnection? Unfortunately, remoting doesn’t expose some kind of ‘server 
disconnection event’ which will enable the clients to be notified when server disconnect. The only way for the 
clients to spot server disconnection is to invoke the remote object periodically within a try-catch block, and handle 
the socket exception that will be thrown in case the server is disconnected.  

What's left? Use remote events if the clients and the server reside on the same machine or if there are restricted 
amount of reliable clients. I use it in middle size intranet style applications were there are no more than 3 well 
known reliable clients. 

2.2 Proposed system 

If the client and the server reside in different machines - the guidance is to not use remote events in cases where 
there are many clients. In this system events can be raised asynchronously.  Applications that are being designed for 
scalability should probably use some other mechanism (such as sockets) to get notifications from the server. At 
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client side booting process starts it automatically run service application .Therefore client doesn’t know that it is 
connected to the sever. In this system some kind of ‘server disconnection event’ which will enable the clients to be 
notified when server disconnect. The only way for the clients to spot server disconnection is to invoke the remote 
object periodically within a try-catch block, and handle the socket exception that will be thrown in case the server is 
disconnected.  

 

Fig. Proposed System Diagram 

1) Client-Server Architecture 
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2) Server side Events in .Net Remoting: 

Our remoting object is instantiated in Server. In regular use case Client applications use remoting object by invoking 
its methods. What if you want it to invoke some callback method that is resided inside Client application. We  
prepare some information for Client and wait for client application . 

Marshal-by-Reference 

Marshal-by-reference objects are created in one application domain, and when another application domain needs to 
access it, a proxy is created and used by the client. The proxy resides as a local object, and functions as a reference 
object ,redirecting method calls and results between the server and the client.Marshal-by-Reference objects are 
created as (direct or  indirect) subclasses of System.MarshalByRefObject. 

Serialization 

Serialization is the process of  taking an object in a runtime environment memory and writing out its state to a disk 
file (or stream). Such a file can be used  to re-create an equivalent object using the reverse process, Deserialization.          
There are two methods of Serialization in .NET:      

• Use of the custom attribute[Serializable]  Any member of the object which needs to be saved in the 
serialization process is marked with this custom attribute 

• Implementing the System.Runtime.Serialization.Iserializable interface     

Channels 

Channels provide the communication link between a client and are responsible for the transmission and reception of 
the Remoting calls. .NET Remoting typically uses either of two channels: 

• TCP, which uses Binary Formatter or  
• HTT, which uses the XML/SOAP Formatter. 

Other custom channels can be created and inserted into the Sink Stack. 

TCP Channels are usually faster as they incur fewer overheads, but provide the least interoperability, as the data 
formats are fixed. However, especially on intranet based Distributed Systems where there is much control over both 
the Client and Server, interoperability is guaranteed and so TCP Channels can be used.       

Sink 

The sinks perform tasks such as formatting (e.g. :FormatterSink), message handling (e.g. : IMessageSink), Channel 
creation and management (e.g. : IServerChannelSink) and transport (TransportSink).The actual transport sinks 
usually used are TcpClientTransportSink with TCP channels. 

Filters 

Filters are used in conjunction with Sinks in order to provide a mechanism of intercepting and modifying  the data 
that passes through the sinks.  

Object lifetime & Leasing  

Singlecall objects are created for each call and are then de-referenced to be Garbage Collected. Singleton and 
objects are given a lease time when they are created, usually 5 minutes. On every method call from a client to the 
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server object, the object will be disconnected from the Remoting framework and will be Garbage Collected when 
there are no more client objects referring to it. However these objects are able to have “Sponsors” which will “lease” 
more life to the objects and thus extend their lifetime.  

Client  

When the client calls methods on a remote object, it actually calls them on a transparent proxy instead of the real 
object. The transparent proxy looks like the real object—it implements the public methods of the real object. The 
transparent proxy knows about the public methods of the real object by using the reflection mechanism to read the 
metadata from the assembly.In turn, the transparent proxy calls the real proxy. The real proxy is responsible for 
sending the message to the channel. This proxy is pluggable: it can be replaced with a custom implementation. Such 
a custom implementation can be used to write a log, to use another way to find a channel, and so on. The default 
implementation of the real proxy locates the collection (or chain) of envoy sinks and passes the message to the first 
envoy sink. An envoy sink can intercept and change the message. Examples of such sinks are debugging sinks, 
security sinks, and synchronization sinks.The last envoy sink sends the message into the channel. The formatter 
defines how the messages are sent over the wire. As previously stated, SOAP and binary formatters are available 
with .NET Framework 4. The formatter, however, is also pluggable. The channel is responsible for either connecting 
to a listening socket on the server or sending the formatted data. With a custom channel you can do something 
different; you just have to implement the code and to do what’s necessary to transfer the data to the other side. 

 Algorithm 

           Step1:  At Host side Server application and Client Application gets start. 

           Step2:  Service application is run on the Remote Client machines so booting process gets starts automatically 
run service application.  

           Step3:  When the remote computer gets start automatically host application gets its IP address. 

           Step4:   Host applications select the IP address & send the command to the remote. 

           Step5:   At client side command gets compare & perform the respective action. 

           Step6:   Host application sends the “capture image” command to client side .It will capture image of remote 

desktop.      

           Step7:  Captured image convert into bits & compress by multiplying the specific ratio with width & height 

so, size is reducing that overcome problem of network bandwidth. 

           Step8:  Compress Image convert into the Byte array format then Byte array send to the Host application.   

           Step9:  At host application this Byte array is decompress to get original image. 

           Step10:  If client is shutdown then stop. 
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                                                                           Fig. Application Process 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
It is concluded that the application works well and satisfy the company and students. The application is tested very 
well and errors are properly debugged. The application works according to the restrictions provided in their 
respective Server. Further enhancements can be made to the application, so that the application functions very 
interactive and useful to existing application .The application satisfies both the company and students by eliminating 
more input. The speed of the transactions become more enough now. Applications that are being designed for 
scalability should probably use some other mechanism will not get notifications to client. 
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